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Abstract
Introgressive hybridization is a common way to broaden the genetic base of crops by
introducing traits from their wild relatives used by plant breeders. To facilitate plant breeding and
researching, previously, the introgression browser (iBrowser) was developed to visualize
introgressions using homozygous SNPs from Variant Call Format (VCF) files. iBrowser is a
strong tool for introgression visualization but has several drawbacks. Its database stores only
data of a single resolution, meaning that in order to explore a chromosome across various
scales, multiple databases are required. It is also necessary to build a new database once a
new accession is added. Here, we present a new version of iBrowser named iBrowser2, which
comes with a renewed workflow that requires the construction of only a single database for each
species and enables fast dynamic data access across all scales of chromosomes. iBrowser2
also combines a new two-reference mode that can be used to detect crossover profiles in a
population, which was inspired by a similar approach called PAVs to detect crossover profiles.
iBrowser2 can offer most functionalities of iBrowser, and its result can repeat the finding of
iBrowser. The crossover profiles found by iBrowser2 shows similarity in general with one found
by PAV approach, but also contain important differences that are hard to explain. The iBrowser2
was proved to be scalable. It can visualize SNPs of hundreds of accessions in seconds. For
small datasets, it is a convenient and flexible analyzing tool that runs on a laptop. Overall,
iBrowser2 is a qualified successor of iBrowser, which is extended in both functionality and
usability.

1. Introduction
In plant breeding, introgression breeding is widely applied to integrate traits from related
species into crops (Prohens et al., 2017). Introgression refers to the gene flow from one lineage
into the gene pool of another (Beckman et al., 2018). Breeding programs start from the
hybridization between a donor plant (often a wild variety) with a receptor plant (usually a crop)
which results in hybrids with traits of interest from donor plant. After that, wild genetic
background is gradually removed from their offspring by continuously backcrossing with the
recipient plant and selecting those offspring that maintain the desired traits. This is made
possible by the crossover recombination that occurs during the meiotic prophase between the
donor chromosomes and their homologous counterparts in the receptor plant, which creates

new combinations of traits that can be selected by breeders. To perform these processes, it is
important for breeders to detect the size and location of introgressions associated with
interesting traits. However, sometimes genes associated with both desired and undesired traits
lie close on the genome and are thus always introduced together with little or no recombination,
which is called linkage drag. Moreover, crossovers are not evenly distributed across
chromosomes in many species (Blary and Jenczewski, 2018; Demirci et al., 2017), making it
difficult to separate tightly linked wild traits located in chromosome regions lacking
recombination. Introgressions themselves can lead to a lower crossover rate in neighbouring
regions (Blary and Jenczewski, 2018). Thus, determining patterns of introgressions and
crossovers is important for plant breeders and researchers.
Previously, a number of marker-assisted approaches have been applied to detect introgressed
regions, including simple sequence repeats (SSR), restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLP), amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP) and DNA microarrays (Rieseberg et
al., 1993; Powell et al., 1996; Dekkers and Hospital, 2002; Víquez-Zamora et al., 2013).
However, these methods are all limited by the quantity and positional accuracy of markers. Two
other techniques build on sequencing fragments: restriction site associated DNA (RAD) and
genotyping by sequencing (GBS)(Baird et al., 2008). RAD is limited by the uneven distribution of
restriction sites while GBS relies on enzymatic activities, which makes it less reproducible.
An alternative approach is using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), sometimes referred
to as the ultimate form of molecular markers as they represent changes in the smallest unit of
inheritance (Ortiz, 2010). This has become particularly attractive as whole genome sequencing
has become more efficient and inexpensive. To use SNPs for identifying introgressions, tools
need to be developed to transform SNP distributions to distances between regions of
chromosomes and visualize these. In order to meet the needs of plant breeders, such a tool
should meet several criteria. First, the program should be able to visualize SNPs in genomes
across multiple resolutions, which will help breeders to determine introgressions of various
sizes, as recombination can involve fragments from a few genes up to entire chromosome arms
(Aflitos et al., 2014). It should also support rapid switching between different reference
genomes to identify potential introgressions from different sources. Finally, the program should
be scalable in order to deal with data from the large populations used in plant breeding.
Previously, several SNP visualization tools have been proposed, but none of these was
designed for plant breeding and has their own drawbacks. For example, RECOMBINE
(Anderson et al., 2011) can handle only small genomes, SHOREMAP (Schneeberger et al.,
2009) and PHYLONET-HMM (Liu et al., 2014) only target inbred lines and PARTFINDER
(Prasad et al., 2013) is not able to display introgressions. Introgression Browser (or iBrowser,
Aflitos et al., 2015) was the first introgression visualization tool addressing plant breeding. It can
visualize introgressions at different resolutions, taking any sample as a reference and is
scalable.
iBrowser is a powerful tool for visualizing SNP distributions, yet it still has some limitations. To
briefly introduce its workflow, it first splits sequences into blocks, then calculates distances
between blocks that represent similar genome segments across sequences and finally stores
these distances in a database (Figure 2(b)). One major issue is that the resolution is pre-

determined by the size of the blocks. In order to change resolution, the database has to be
reconstructed, which is time-consuming and troublesome. Another issue is that identifying the
source of multiple independently introgressed fragments can be made easier by taking multiple
genomes as references simultaneously. Similarly, crossover rates across chromosomes can be
measured by a SNP-based approach like parent-assigned variants (PAVs), based on counting
discriminating alleles between parents (Demirci et al., 2017). Taking multiple references into
accounts can thus also help to detect crossover profiles.
Here we present an improved tool called iBrowser2 for visualizing SNP distributions. It builds
upon a renewed workflow that enables features like changing the resolution in real-time and
using multiple references. The new tool combines an easy-to-use interface that allows
dynamical visualization. We compare the results with iBrowser and with the PAVs approach for
crossover detection (Demirci et al., 2017), and demonstrate its capability to reveal new possible
introgressions. Our results suggest it can be a convenient tool for plant breeders and
researchers.

2. Methods
2.1. Overview
iBrowser2 consists of a preprocessing module that builds and updates databases, a back-end
web server for database access and communication with a user interface (UI), and a front-end
for visualizing data in a web page (Figure 2(a)).
The main task of iBrowser2 is to display the SNP density in a chromosome region of several
accessions. Particularly, iBrowser2 requires a scalable file format for its database that supports
rapid random access in order to visualize any genome region of a large number of accessions.
This is somehow similar to the UCSC Genome Browser, which displays various annotation
tracks. The Genome Browser team also developed many tools and defined several file formats
to facilitate such kind of jobs. We explored these resources and found two potential useful
formats: bigBed and bigWig. They are both compressed binary formats that enable random
access. Besides, we found another tool called Tabix that can compress and index many tabdelimited biological data in a way that it supports fast random access and thus meet our
requirement. We tested the performance of these data formats (see Results) and chose bigWig
as the format for our database.

2.2. Preprocessing
A database can be built from one or several VCF files containing SNP data corresponding to a
single reference. Besides VCF file(s), a chromosome length file containing the name and length
of each chromosome (see 2.4. File formats) is needed. The preprocessing starts from Refining
VCF file(s), retaining only SNP information and removing all structural variants like InDels. This
step uses the filtering script in iBrowser with only minor modifications. The filtering result is

transformed into a bigBed file using vcf2bed and bedToBigBed (Kent et al., 2010). In case more
than one VCF file is input, all SNP data will be integrated into a single bigBed file. Finally, a
series of bigWig files (one for each accession) will be generated from the bigBed file. Both
bigBed and bigWig formats are condensed data formats for storing genome variants at large
scale defined by the UCSC genome browser (Kent et al., 2010); we slightly modified their
definition (see 2.4. File formats) to apply them in this project. We chose these formats to support
rapid data accessing (see 3. Results). An index file (see 2.4. File formats) for these bigWig files
are also created. The final database consists of a bigBed file, many bigWig files (one for each
accession) and an index file.
Given a database, one or more VCF files of new accessions can be added simply by moving
them to the folder of the database and then running the add_sample script. This Python script
first combines the existing bigBed file and the new VCF input to make a new bigBed file, then
generates bigWig files for new accessions from the new bigBed file and modifies the index file
correspondingly. For detailed information on how to make a database and/or add accessions,
please see the user manual in the supplementary material.

2.3. The back-end and front-end
The back-end is a web server that receives requests from the front-end, accesses databases,
performs calculations and responds with data for visualization. It combines several Python
packages including Flask for network communication, pyBigWig for reading data from database
and Biopython for drawing trees. When accessing data from bigWig databases, the back-end
offers both single-process and multi-process setups. The multi-process setup with 8 processes
is the default setup. The multi-process is done using Python's built-in multiprocessing package.
Once the server is deployed properly, one can access it through a web browser, where the
front-end UI will be shown.
The front-end UI employs HTML5 with JavaScript and d3.js (a JavaScript package for data
visualization) and supports modern web browsers including Chrome and Firefox without
additional installation of plugins. The interface, which is shown in Figure 1(a), is separated into
three parts: a left-side navigation bar (A) for choosing the database, accessions (reference and
query samples), start and end positions and resolution to display; a top bar (B) for showing
legends; and a main frame (C) that fills the rest of the page for displaying data (see 3.2. for
more detail). After choosing the start position, the end position and the resolution, the genomic
region between the start and the end positions will be split into fragments (smaller regions of
equal size) according to the given resolution, and pairwise distance values between the
reference and each query sample for each fragment will be displayed as colours in a heat map
in the mainframe. Each row represents a query sample (with the exception of the first row,
which shows the average distance across all query sample s) and each column represents a
fragment. Clicking on a block in the first row will sort query samples according to their distance
to the reference in that particular fragment (in two-reference mode, according to the ratio of
distances between two references). Clicking on any block in other rows will select the column
(fragment) and enables the button “Draw a Tree” which allows users to draw a distance tree
according to pairwise distances in that fragment.

2.4. File formats
2.4.1. Chromosome length file
This is a tab-delimited text file with two columns. The first column contains names of all
chromosomes, which must be identical to the chromosome names appeared in VCF file(s). The
second column contains its length. An example is shown in Figure 1(b).

2.4.2. BED, tabix and bigBed formats
BED (Browser Extensible Data) is a file format defined by UCSC Genome Browser to store data
lines to be displayed in an annotation track. Each BED line stores a variant (e.g. a SNP or an
indel). BED lines have three required fields (the name of the chromosome, start position and
end position) and nine additional fields (see genome.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/help/bigBed.html for
details). In our project, we defined a slightly different BED format, with three required fields and
a different fourth field which stores the alternative base of each SNP (Figure 1(c) shows an
example of BED file as well as the corresponding raw sequence).
Tabix is designed as a generic tool to enable random access to different genomic data formats
(Li, 2011). The data file is sorted, compressed in the BGZF format and a tabix-index file is
generated. The compressed data file and the index file together form a Tabix format database
(also called Tabix for short). The data file can be in VCF, GFF, BED or many other formats but
we use only BED format defined for this project.
BigBed is a binary (condensed) version of the BED format and is designed to handle large-scale
annotation data by enabling efficient random access (Kent et al., 2010). A bigBed file is similar
to a Tabix format database but combines both the data and the index into a single file. However,
like VCF files, Tabix and bigBed files store only variants (here only SNPs) with respect to the
reference genome, which costs less storage space but requires more comparisons to be
performed when acquiring variants between two accessions from variants between these
accessions and the default reference genome separately, which occurs when another accession
is selected as the reference genome and thus reduces the data accessing speed (see 3.
Results). Thus, we need to extract variants between any two accessions and store them
beforehand to achieve higher speed, which is done using the bigWig format (see the next
section). Besides, bigBed is also used as an intermediate file format during preprocessing step
to store filtered, simplified and condensed SNP data from VCF file(s) for constructing and
updating the final database.

2.4.3. The bigWig format: bigWig files and the index file
BigWig is another file format for storing large-scale annotation data (see 3. Results). It stores a
value for each chromosome position sequentially. For our purposes, we use only values of 0
(which is the default value) and 1 (which means there is an SNP in that position). A bigWig
database of iBrowser2 consists of a group of bigWig files. Each bigWig file is named by an
accession, which can be seen as its reference. But it does not store all pair-wised distance
respect to the reference. Instead, all bigWig files are indexed such that each of them only stores

the pair-wise distance between its reference and accessions with smaller indexes. Figure 1(d)
shows an example, where the first file named RF001.bw stores distance between RF001 and
ref (the reference genome in VCF file) and the second file stores pair-wised distance between
RF005 and the previous two accessions (RF001 and ref) separately, and so on. In this way, the
database contains no redundant data. Also, a new accession can be added simply by creating a
new bigWig file (red square in Figure 1(d)) to store pair-wised differences between that
accession and all previous ones without modifying any previous bigWig file.
The order (index) of bigWig files is then stored in an index file. It is a tab-delimited text file with 3
columns (index, accession names and bigWig file names) and is basically a simplified text
version of Figure 1(d). An example is shown in Figure 1(e).
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Figure 1. Examples of file formats
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(a) Schematic view of iBrowser2 front-end. A: left-side navigation bar; B: top bar; C: main frame.
(b) An example of a chromosome length file. The first column indicates the name of
chromosomes and the second one contains the length of chromosomes. (c) An example of a
BED file (bottom) and the corresponding raw sequence (top). The four columns represent
chromosome, start position, end position and alternative base, separately. (d) Shows the
structure of the bigWig database. Each grey block represents a bigWig file, which only contains
pair-wised distance between its own reference and accessions with smaller indexes. The red
block represents that new accessions will be appended at last. (e) An example of a bigWig
index file, similar to (d).

2.5. Speed testing
All tests were done on a laptop with Intel i7 8550U CPU (4 cores), 16GB RAM and run Ubuntu
16.04.
The python script speed_test.py was used to test the data access speed of a database. Given
one or several groups of test conditions (number of samples, length of the region, number of
blocks the region is spliced to, number of test times, etc.), the script will access data from the
database and record the average time used for every group of conditions.
For comparing data access speed between different formats, we accessed 10 or 20 samples
with a region with 30mbp in length which was divided to 100 blocks (for Arabidopsis datasets,
only chromosome 1 was used, as all other chromosomes are shorter than 30mbp). Every test
was run 10 times to calculate the average. For testing the scalability of bigWig format, we used
40mbp length region and the number of samples and blocks varied (see Results). All tests were
run 10 times to get the average time. See supplement material for the full test conditions.
Tests for drawing trees are similar, which were done using another python script
tree_speed_test.py. The condition is simpler (only length of region and number of accessions).
The python script for constructing databases can record the time required when building a
database, thus no extra action is needed.

2.6. Data generation
In order to compare the results with iBrowser, we created a dataset that contains the tomato
accessions of the IL-60 dataset used in the iBrowser paper (Aflitos et al., 2015). This dataset is
called tomato-62 (60 ILs and two references) or tomato-iBrowser. From these accessions, we
further created three smaller datasets, tomato-31, tomato-15 and tomato-8. These two datasets
were constructed by selecting accessions of various sizes, in order to make sure that their sizes
are approximately half and one-fourth of tomato-62, separately. We also built several
Arabidopsis thaliana datasets using the first (according to order in original VCF file) 10, 20, 40
and 80 accessions from the Arabidopsis 1001 genomes (Weigel and Mott, 2009), respectively.
The accessions used in all these datasets can be found in supplementary material.

3. Results
3.1. iBrowser2 offers fast and convenient introgression visualization for
large datasets
3.1.1. BigWig format outperforms others in data access speed
We designed and applied a new workflow in iBrowser2 (see Figure 2(a)). Compared with the
workflow used by iBrowser (Figure 2(b)), the new workflow enables data access in real time.
However, it requires extra calculations in the data access step, which reduces speed. For our
purpose, the time consumed for data access is key for dynamic visualization and should be
limited to not more than a few seconds. Thus, it is important to find a suitable file format that
supports rapid data access.

Figure 2. Comparison of workflows of iBrowser and iBrowser2
(a) Workflow of iBrowser2 and (b) workflow of iBrowser. Red boxes indicate input; yellow boxes
indicate making databases; green boxes indicate database and blue boxes indicate process to
visualizing.
To compare the data access speed of different formats, we prepared 3 datasets (tomato-8,
Arabidopsis-10 and Arabidopsis-20, see Methods). For each dataset, databases of different
formats were constructed. A python script was used to access a certain amount of data from
these databases (see Methods) and record the time consumption for every database. Then the
time consumption was compared across different databases constructed with the same dataset.
We tested three different formats: Tabix (Li, 2011), bigBed and bigWig (Kent et al., 2010) (see
Methods for details). The result is shown in Figure 3. All tests were done on a laptop with 4
cores CPU and 16GB RAM (see Methods). We estimated that Tabix and bigBed formats require
more time to access data when switching to another accession as the reference. However,
according to the result, they are slower even when using the default reference. Among all
formats, bigWig leads to the fastest data access in all situations. For the other two formats, the
time consumption reaches a few seconds even for this relatively small dataset. Considering the

fact that some datasets can be ten times larger (for example, the Arabidopsis 1001 genomes
project contains 1136 accessions), we decided that bigWig is the only possible format for
iBrowser2.
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Figure 3. The time required for retrieving data from tabix, bigBed and bigWig databases.
(a) Different databases of the tomato-8 dataset. Tabix and bigBed databases required more
time when using another accession as the reference (ref vs. RF005 / RF049). BigWig
outperformed in all situations. For RF049 reference, the Tabix and the bigBed formats took ~5
seconds, which is unacceptable for dynamic visualization. (b) Different databases of
Arabidopsis-10 and Arabidopsis -20 datasets. Tabix-10 refers to Tabix format database
constructed from Arabidopsis-10 dataset. Access data from the two bigWig databases were
much faster. bigBed has better performance than Tabix.

3.1.2. BigWig data access speed scales to large datasets
We further tested the scalability of retrieving data in the bigWig format by accessing 15, 30, 45
and 60 tomato accessions. Tests were done on the same laptop, and with variously sized
datasets, containing 15, 31 and 62 accessions; the last one is the dataset used in the iBrowser

paper (Aflitos et al., 2015, see Methods for more detail). Results in Figure 4 show that the time
consumption for data access is linear to the number of accessions and the number of blocks.
The size of the dataset itself has little influence on time consumption (Supplementary material).
The largest data access task (region of 40mbp length divided to 400 blocks with 60 accessions)
takes ~2.5 seconds, which was still acceptable, but indicates larger datasets may prove
problematic. In order to handle larger dataset, we developed a multiprocessing mode and tested
it with the same tomato-iBrowser dataset (Figure 4(c), run on 8 processes, see Methods for
detail). However, it is not suitable for small datasets due to extra cost for running multiple
processes (Figure 4(c)). We expected that accessing ~1000 tomato accessions for a region of
40mbp would take around 10 seconds using single process mode. In such a situation, the
multiprocessing mode is critical for rapid data accessing. With a normal server that has 20
processes, the time consumption can be reduced to 0.5s (assume that for large datasets the
extra cost can be dismissed). Thus, we conclude that the bigWig database is fully scalable to
the largest dataset with regard to today’s computation ability.
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Figure 4. Time consumption for data accessing of bigWig with variously sized datasets.
(a)(b) Shows that the number of accessions is linear to the time consumption and the number of
blocks. Different colours indicate different references used in tests, which has little influence on
bigWig data access speed. (c) compares data access running on single-process or multiple-

process setup. The multi-process mode has an extra cost, which makes it slower when running
with small datasets.

3.1.3. Time and storage consumption for building the bigWig database is acceptable
While the bigWig format outperforms Tabix and bigBed in data accessing speed. This comes
with a trade-off: as bigWig files store differences between all accessions, the database is much
larger than databases built upon the other two formats. Also, the time used for constructing
bigWig databases is longer (see Methods for detail). Therefore, we tested time and storage
consumption for building a bigWig database, using both the single-process and multi-process (8
processes) setup on the same laptop used in the last section. We prepared 4 Arabidopsis
datasets to contain 10, 20, 40 and 80 accessions, separately. We built a bigWig database for
each dataset and recorded the time used to build the database and size of the final database.
The results are shown in Figure 5, which indicates that both the time and the storage
consumption is approximately proportional to the square of the number of accessions of the
dataset. It also shows that multi-processing can significantly speed up preprocessing. The time
needed to construct a database for 80 accessions for such a laptop is less than an hour, and we
estimated that for the entire Arabidopsis 1001 genome project, the time needed will be around 2
months, with a space consumption of around 1.8TB. We considered that with more powerful
servers the time consumption can be reduced to ~1 week, which is acceptable.
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Figure 5. Time and storage consumption for building databases.
(a) Time consumption for building variously sized databases. (b) Storage required for variously
sized databases.

3.1.4. iBrowser2 can draw a distance tree within a few minutes
iBrowser2 offers a distance tree drawing function which is similar to the one in iBrowser.
However, the difference is that iBrowser2 calculates distance matrices and trees in real time,
while iBrowser stores all trees in its database. As drawing a distance tree require a pair-wise
comparison between all accessions in the tree, it can take a long time when the number of
accessions is large. We used a python script to run several tests to draw distance trees to
evaluated the time consumption (see Methods). The tests were done using the tomato-iBrowser
dataset and with various fragment sizes and numbers of samples. The results shown in Figure 6
indicate that fragment size does not influence the speed and that time consumption is linear to
the number of accessions used to draw the tree. It shows that a tree with 60 accessions can be
calculated in less than 15 seconds. We estimate that it takes up to 10 minutes to draw a tree
with hundreds of samples. As we provided a simpler sorting function (see 3.2.) for those who
want to quickly explore the data, a tree is needed less often, possibly only when the user wants
to confirm his or her discovery. Thus, we consider the time usage for drawing trees is
acceptable.
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Figure 6. Time consumption for drawing trees.
Different colours indicate the different length of regions used to draw the tree, which has little
influence on speed. The highest point indicates that to draw a tree with 60 tomato IR

3.2. iBrowser2 provides a convenient user interface for visualization
The iBrowser2 user interface (UI) is shown in Figure 7. The user interface is separated into
three parts: a left-side navigation bar (red box) for choosing the database, reference and query

samples, genome region and resolution to display, a top bar (green box) for showing legends
and the main frame (yellow box) dominates rest of the page for displaying data. After choosing
all parameters and clicking the "confirm" button, the SNP distribution is visualized as a heat map
in the main frame.
The UI offers convenient ways to explore the data. Clicking on any block of the first row (Total
SNPs) will rearrange all samples according to the distance to the reference genome of that
column (Figure 7(b), green box). To zoom in or out or visit another region in a chromosome, one
can simply type in the new start and/or end positions on the left. One can also use the mouse to
drag and select a region to zoom in (Figure 7(c)). A column can be chosen to enable tree
drawing button on the top bar (blue box in Figure 7(e)). The tree will be displayed in a floating
window (Figure 7(e)), and one can even show several trees at the same time.

(a)
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(c)

(d)
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Figure 7. The user interface of iBrowser2.
(a) Three major elements of the iBrowser2 UI shown in boxes. (b) The green box shows a block
in the Total SNPs row. The accessions have been sorted by this column. (c) Using the mouse to
drag and select a region to zoom into it. The result is shown in (d). (e) Select a column and the
Draw Tree button will appear. Click on the button to draw and show the tree.

3.3. iBrowser2 can detect introgression segments in various datasets
3.3.1. iBrowser2 validates introgressions found by iBrowser
iBrowser was shown to be a powerful tool for visualizing introgression and has been applied on
the 60-IL tomato dataset to detect clear boundaries of introgressions from S. pimpinellifolium
CGN14498 into some ILs (Aflitos et al., 2015). Here we show that iBrowser2 has the same
capacity to reveal these introgressions. Figure 8(a) displays the heat map of tomato
chromosome 6 for all ILs, taking S. lycopersicum MoneyMaker (RF001) as the reference. The
colour indicates the distance of each block to the reference. It is clear that about half of the
individuals show strong similarity to the reference genome in a large area of the chromosome

(red box), while many other accessions are distant from the reference (green box). Using S.
pimpinellifolium parent CGN14498 as the reference, an almost inverted picture was acquired
(Figure 8(b)), indicating that the regions with a high distance to MoneyMaker are identical to
CGN14498. These results are consistent with results of iBrowser (Figure 8(c), taken from Figure
1(a) in (Aflitos et al., 2015)), which indicates the new pipeline is identical in functionality to the
iBrowser pipeline.

Figure 8. Comparison of results of iBrowser2 and iBrowser.
(a) Using S. lycopersicum MoneyMaker as the reference to compare with other accessions in
60-IL tomato dataset. (b) Using S. pimpinellifolium CGN14498 as the reference. (c) Copied from
Figure 1(c) in the iBrowser paper, which used MoneyMaker as the reference and shows the
same pattern as (a). The order of accessions of (a) and (b) was modified to be identical to the
order of (c).

3.3.2. iBrowser2 visualizes new introgressions in tomato
With the 84 tomato accessions dataset (Aflitos et al., 2014), researchers have found new
possible introgressions in chromosome 4 and chromosome 6 of several accessions (Demirci et
al., submitted for publication). iBrowser2 was used to construct a small database with 8
accessions and visualized and confirmed these new introgressions. The result in Figure 9(a)
indicates a large introgression in chromosome 4 of RF007, RF012 and RF015, which is similar
to the region in RF049, and another introgression showed in Figure 9(b) which occurred in
chromosome 9 of RF003, RF005 and RF007 is similar to the chromosome of RF047 (shown in
green boxes). The figure also shows that iBrowser2 is able to reveal a more detailed structure of
these introgressed regions for further analyses. For such s small dataset, iBrowser2 running on
a laptop can finish all required computations (from making the database to getting results) in
less than an hour, proving its capacity as a flexible tool for small scale analyze.

(a)
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Figure 9. Introgressions validated by iBrowser2.
(a) Chromosome 4 of accessions RF001, RF007, RF012, RF015 and RF049. (b) Chromosome
9 of accessions RF001, RF003, RF005, RF007 and RF047. The green boxes show the
introgressed regions (compared to RF001).

3.3.3. iBrowser2 reveals similar crossover profiles as the PAVs approach
Parent-assigned variants (PAVs) offer a way to identify crossover profiles in RILs, which was
applied to tomato chromosome 6 in (Demirci et al., 2017) using part of the accessions in the 60IL dataset. Here we show that iBrowser2 can reveal a similar profile simply by taking both
parents as the reference and calculating the ratio of SNPs between an accession and both of its
parents, the so-called two-reference mode. Figure 10 shows the result of iBrowser2, compared
with the result in (Demirci et al., 2017). Red blocks in both pictures indicate fragments
considered to come from the Solanum pimpinellifolium parent while blocks of the other colours
come from the Moneymaker parent. These two approaches are able to detect a similar pattern
of colour shifting in most accessions. For example, the shift patterns near the end of accessions
651 and 693 (yellow boxes) are consistent, and even the tiny shift inside the yellow box of 693
is detected by both approaches. Sometimes results are incongruent in small regions. Some
examples are shown in green boxes, e.g. an extra segment in accession 711 is detectable in
10(b), compared to 10(a). Similarly, small shifts were found in accession 639 in 10(b). There is
more such kind of differences that can be found between 10(a) and 10(b). These possibly arise
from the colour scale issue of iBrowser2's two-reference mode (which means there is no real
transition from green to red but only deep green to very light green, resulting from conserved
regions). The fact that the PAV approach uses a sliding window with a size of 200 SNPs may
also lead to inconsistency in small regions, especially in regions with too few SNPs. However,
there are some major differences in accessions 618, 654, 676 and 691 (shown in blue boxes).
Some are hard to explain by the difference between these two approaches. For example, it can
be seen clearly from the single-reference mode that region of 618 in the blue box is much more
distant to pimpinellifolium than to Moneymaker (Figure 10(c)), but the PAV approach assigns
the region to pimpinellifolium, which looks likely that there are some errors between the
accession number/name and the corresponding data. However, it is very unlikely to happen. We
think that more study is needed to address this issue.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 10. Comparison of results of iBrowser2 and the PAV approach
(a) Results from Figure 2(a) in (Demirci et al., 2017) compared with (b) results from iBrowser2
two-reference mode. Order of accessions in (b) was modified to be identical to the order of (a).
Yellow boxes show consistent regions. Green boxes show small incongruent fragments. Blue
boxes indicate large regions that are completely different (assigned to a different parent). (c) S.
pimpinellifolium (C3VVEACXX) and four accessions compared with Moneymaker and (d) S.
lycopersicum Moneymaker (RF001) and four accessions compared with S. pimpinellifolium.
Clearly, 618, 654 and 676 are closer to Moneymaker while 691 is closer to S. pimpinellifolium.

4. Discussion
The introgression browser is a powerful tool for visualizing SNPs data. However, the workflow
limits its capacity to visualize data across different scales at the same time. Here we developed
iBrowser2, a tool that combines all functionalities of iBrowser into a renewed workflow that
enables dynamic data accessing across all scales. We also tried to expand its functionality to
include detection of crossover profiles. The dynamic data access feature of iBrowser2 means
that for each project only a single database is required, and researchers focusing on different
accessions/chromosomes can access parts that are interesting to them. Thus, iBrowser2 can be
deployed on a major server as a research infrastructure shared by scientists and plant breeders
working on different topics in the same species. Because it is scalable to be applied to projects
that consist of up to 1000 accessions. For small datasets, iBrowser2 does not require many
resources and can be run on a laptop. In these cases, it is a fast and flexible tool to visualize
and validate SNPs and to provide an intuitive impression and image for researchers.
Currently, iBrowser2 offers most iBrowser’s functions except the one to use a custom
annotation track to splice the genomic region into various sized fragments. We explored
published literature citing (Aflitos et al., 2015) and found that the equal sized fragments are
more widely used, so as the function to draw distance trees which was used by several
research works (Silva Ferreira et al., 2018; Fransz et al., 2016; van Andel et al., 2016). Thus,
we set this function to low priority and it is within the plan for further improvement. iBrowser2
offers extra functions like two-reference mode and multi-reference mode. However, these
features have not been fully developed and there are known issues, e.g. the colour scale issue
described in 3.3.3., and should be further improved.
Further extension of functionality is also considered. One possible new feature is to show the
annotation track, which will be convenient for the user to identify if an introgressed segment has
a possible consequence to a gene. Besides, SNPs visualization is an intuitive, but not fully
accurate approach to detect visualization, e.g. in (Aflitos et al., 2015) the distance tree was used
to confirm the existence of introgressed segment. However, this requires the user to manually
explore the database and judge whether a segment should be analyzed further. Thus, another
extension can be integrating tree-based algorithms (e.g. Liu et al., 2014; Pease and Hahn,
2015) to automatically detect and hint introgressions that score above the threshold to simplify
confirmation of an introgression.
However, iBrowser2 has its shortcomings, which can limit its potential in functionality. The most
fundamental limitation is the database format (bigWig). In order to support dynamic data access,
which is computationally intensive, the bigWig format was selected. However, the bigWig format
stores only numeric data (see Methods) and cannot refresh the underlying nucleotide
information (i.e. the alternative base). Also, it is difficult to store structured variant information in
bigWig files. To eradicate these issues, a better format is required, as well as the
APIs/packages to efficiently process it.
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